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ON THE ETHICS OF BELIEF
Nicholas Nathan

I
Willing yourself to stop or start bel.ievin.g something probably
won't be effective. But what you beheve IS nevertheless at least
indirectly within your control. There is a point, then, in deliberating
about what to believe, in trying for example to weigh up the merits
and demerits of acting so as to destroy a belief you already have, or
of doing what will lead you to acquire a new belief. And the
question arises, What workable and attractive general principles
can be applied in such deliberations? I offer two principles for
consideration. Each lays conditions down about when it is better to
believe something than not to believe it. And each is meant to take
you right through to an actual decision about what to believe, and
not just to the hypothetical decision that you would reach if you
took only some relevant considerations into account. So I take
'better' in 'better to believe' to mean the same as 'better all things
considered' as distinct from, say, just 'epistemically better',
however exactly that last notion is to be interpreted. I
A general dilemma confronts all principled deliberation, whether
or not it is deliberation about what to believe. The principle being
applied is either consequentialist or non-consequentialist. Suppose
the former. How, in that case, can any sane deliberator really think
himself able to apply it? According to consequentialism, the final
value of an action depends on the values and probabilities of all its
possible consequences. It would be mad, however, to think that you
can even identify more than a minute proportion of all the possible
consequences of any potential action, let alone assess their values
and probabilities. But there is also a difficulty if it is a non
consequentialist principle that is being applied. In this case the
1 According to one recent survey, most epistemologists have 'remained mute' on what
exactly epistemic value is supposed to be (Pollock (1987), 8\). But these remarks of Alston's
seem to capture something of what is usually meant: 'Belief can be evaluated in different
ways. One may be more or less prudent, faithful or fortunate in holding a certain belief.
Epistcmic justification is different from all that. Epistcmic evaluation is undcrtflken from
what we may call the 'epistemic point of view'. That point of view is aimed at maximizing
truth and minimizing falsity in a large body of beliefs. The qualification 'in a large body of
beliefs' is needed because otherwise one could best achieve the aim by restricting one's beliefs
to those that arc obviously true.' ( (1989), 83-4).
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deliberator does not have to assess possible consequences. For his
principle will have some such form as, 'It is forbidden to A,
whatever the consequences of not Aing'. But in order even to accept
a non-consequentialist principle you must attach great significance
to the distinction between what you intend when you do something
and what you just know will follow from what you do. 'It is
forbidden to commit suicide, whatever the consequences of not
doing so.' Why, if you know that not doing so will lead to even more
death? Because committing suicide is intending death, whereas you
may decide against suicide, in the knowledge that this decision will
result in death, even though death is at no stage something that you
actually intend. Why, though, ifS is bad, but S! worse, is it worse to
produce S and intend S than knowingly to produce S! while not
intending S!? Non-consequentialists seem unable to answer this

question.
The dilemma leaves me undeterred. Of the two principles
I propose, one is of the consequentialist kind. We shall see
that, despite this, it can be applied without endless calculation
or extreme feats of imagination. The other principle is non
consequentialist. That, I agree, is enough by itself to put many
people off. But not everyone. And certainly one cannot actually
refute the non-consequentialist simply by posing a question he
cannot answer.

II
First, then, the non-consequentialist principle. To save labour in
the search for this, you might look to adapt some existing theory of
purely epistemic justification. A candidate non-consequentialist
principle of the kind we are looking for can often be got from a
theory of epistemic justification by replacing 'You are epistemically
justified in believing that p if and only if - ' with 'it is better
(all things considered) to believe p than not to believe p if and only
. So for example from an 'evidentialist' theory of epistemic
justification we get
(A) It is better to believe p than not to believe p if and only if
you have strong evidence for p which is stronger than any
evidence for not-po
I doubt however that any workable and attractive non
consequentialist deliberative principle can really be thus derived.
In the rest of this section, I criticise (A), modify it in response to
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these criticisms, criticise the modified version, continue for just one
more round, and then abandon the whole dialectic and put forward
a non-consequentialist principle simpler even than (A) itself and
without any standard epistemic-justificatory analogue.
What, then, is wrong with (A)? Suppose you have decided, on
the basis of (A), that it is better to hold on to your belief that p than
not to hold on to it. You will then have believed that you had
evidence for p. And if you did indeed have evidence for p then you
believed a proposition q, non-identical to p, which is such evidence.
Realising that this is what having evidence is, and accepting (A),
you would however hardly have been willing to reach the decision
to hold onto your belief that p without first having applied (A) to
the question of whether to hold on to your belief that q. But
according to (A) it is better for you to hold onto your belief that q
only if you have evidence for q. And if you did have evidence for q
then you believed a proposition r, non-identical to q, which is such
evidence, and the question would have arisen of whether to hold on
to your belief that r. And so on. A decision to hold onto your belief
that p, on the basis of an accurate and minimally self-conscious
application of (A), seems then to require something impossible: the
prior completion of an infinite series of investigations into whether
to hold onto your other beliefs. I am assuming, of course, that if q is
evidence for p, and r is evidence for q, then rand p are not
identical, that if q is evidence fi}r p, and r is evidence for q, and s is
evidence for r than sand p are not identical, and so on. But the
assumption seems reasonable. q is evidence for p only if the
argument 'q therefore p' is not question-begging, and thus only if p
is initially more doubtful than q. But it cannot be the case both that
p is initially more doubtful than q and that q is initially more
doubtful than p. So if q is evidence for p then p is not evidence for q.
So if q is evidence for p, and r is evidence for q, rand p are not
identical. I suspect that by building on this argument we could
exclude every circular evidential chain, however numerous its
component propositions .
But even ifl am wrong, and principle (A) can be freed from these
regressive difficulties, it is still not a very attractive principle. The
underlying ideas are presumably these. Firstly that it is good to
believe truths and bad to believe falsehoods, and indeed that these
things are so good and so bad that nothing else needs to be taken
into account. And secondly that truths are more likely to be
believed and falsehoods not to be believed under the conditions
which (A) lays down. Why however should there not be true
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propositions for whose truth there is no evidence at all? If p is a
proposition of that kind, and if, in conformity to (A), you abandon
your belief that p, then what you are abandoning is belief in a true
proposition, which is just what (A) was supposed to prevent.
You might now try to identify the class of true propositions for
whose truth there is no evidence, and then, labelling that the class
of basic propositions, substitute for (A) this principle:
(B) It is 'better to believe p than not to believe p if and only if
either (i) p is a basic proposition or (ii) you have strong
evidence for p which is stronger than any evidence for not-po
If a regressive difficulty still seems to arise when you try to apply
(B) to the question of whether to hold on to a belief in the truth ofa
non-basic proposition then you might stipulate that the chain of
evidence leading back from p must end in a basic proposition, and
modify (B) accordingly. Suppose we say that q is overriding
evidence for p if qis strong evidence for p which is stronger than
any evidence there is for not-po The modified principle might then
be
(e) It is better to believe p than not to believe p if and only if
either (i) p is a basic proposition, or (ii) there is a basic
proposition which is either overriding evidence for p, or.
overriding evidence for a proposition which is overriding
evidence for p, or ..., and so on.
(e), of course, closely resembles a foundationalist theory of
epistemic justification, and we have the old question, How do you
find out which propositions are basic? On some criteria of
basicality it will be a consequence of (e) that absurdly few non
basic propositions are better to believe than not to believe. If for
example only incorrigible and self-intimating propositions are basic
then it looks as though almost nothing of the non-basic sort can
enjoy the prescribed evidential basis.
Should we press on, hoping eventually to locate a more fertile
basicality, braving the further doubts which still lie in wait about
how, even ifit is better to believe q than not, it can ever be better
the standards of (e) to believe that q is non-deductive evidence for
p? I think we should give up, and try a fresh approach.
One of the ideas underlying
(A) It is better to believe p than not to believe p if and only if
you have strong evidence for p which is stronger than any
evidence for not-p
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was, as I assumed, that it is supremely good to believe truths and
supremely bad to believe falsehoods. Suppose you agree. More
exactly, you accept
(D) It is better to believe p than not to believe p if and only if p is
true.
Then in (D) itself you have, I suggest, a non-consequentialist
principle which is effortlessly applicable at least to the problem of
whether to hold on to a belief that you already have.
Suppose you believe that p, and wonder whether you should take
steps to abolish this belief. To reach a decision, you try to apply
(D). You accordingly pose the question, Is p true? Now since, as we
are assuming, you do believe that p, your answer to the question, Is
p true? will of course be that p is true. So (D) yields the conclusion
that it is better for you not to abolish your belief that p. Nothing
could be simpler: no regressive difficulties, no worries about
demarcating the class of basic propositions.
'Impartiality' is of course liable to obtrude. Everyone else has
plenty of false beliefs: why should I be any different? And if I too
am fallible, why shouldn't believing p be one of my mistakes? But if
doubt about p is the effect of this effort to get outside yourself then
your actual original problem no longer exists. If you doubt that p
then you do not believe that p. So if you doubt that p then your
problem is no longer whether or not to hold onto a belief that you
already have, but, if anything, whether or not to acquire, or re
acquire, a belief that you do not already have. Problems of this kind
need separate treatment, which I will come to later on.
Given any proposition that you believe whilst wondering
whether to abolish that belief, acceptance of (D) commits you then
to the conclusion that it is better for you to continue to believe it.
But acceptance of (D) does not commit you to the conclusion that,
given any proposition which some other person believes whilst he is
wondering whether to abolish that belief, it is better for this other
person to continue in his belie£ Far from it. If you believe that p
and believe that I believe that not-p, then your acceptance of (D)
commits you to the conclusion that it would be better for me to stop
believing that not-po For if you believe that p and that I believe that
not-p, then consistency requires you to believe that my belief is
false, and so, by (D), that it would be better for me not to hold it.
You may even ultimately conclude that you should yourself take
steps to abolish my belie£ If I accept (D), and wonder whether I
should abolish my own belief that not-p, then consistency will of
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course compel me to conclude that I should hold on to it. But that
doesn't affect what you think it would be better for me to do.
Each individual had his own practical problem of whether to
hold on to what he believes, and acceptance of (D) certainly allows
him to solve this problem without prior completion of an infinite
number of investigations and without arbitrary postulations of
basicality. But don't all of us want more than just solutions to our
private problems of belief? Don't we also want all to be united in
true belief? Isn't there then some principle, just as acceptable as
(D) to those who think it supremely good to believe truth and
supremely bad to believe falsehood, and just as capable as (D) is of
telling each person whether or not to hold onto what he already
believes, but also such that when one of us initially believes p and
another of us not-p, it always recommends action which will bring
that disagreement to an end? I do not see how there can be any
such principle. Either the principle would tell the believer in p to
abandon his belief or it would tell the believer in not-p to abandon
his belief. But if both parties believe it supremely good to
truth and supremely bad to believe falsehood, then there has to
at least one party to whom the principle is unacceptable. At least
one of the two is required by the principle to abandon his
and one of the two will accordingly think that the principle requires
him to a bandon a true belief. You may of course still perfectly well
think that there are natural mechanisms which will produce
agreement in belief between others and yourself. I think that most
of us believe that the world and the limits of human imagination
constrain others to have many of the same beliefs as ourselvcs.
If (D) is applicable to the problem of whether to hold on to a
you already have, what about the problem of whether to
acquirc a belief that you do not already have? According to (D), it
is bctter to acquire thc belief that p than not to acquire it if and only
if p is true. But how does the deliberator answer the question, Is p
true? This time, he has no existing belief to prompt his answer. If
you keep just to what (D) tells you, how can you ever try to expand
your existing belicf-systcm? The answer, I think, is that although
(D) will not help you to decide whether to do what will give you a
new belief that p, it may well sometimes help you to decide whether
to do what will eithcr give you a new belief that p or give you a new
belief that not-po The following heavily over-simplified example
will explain what I mean.
Let T be a scientific thcory, which you do not believe, and whose
negation you do not believe. You are curious about T's truth-valuc.

Among thc propositions that you already believe are (I) that
scientific theories are true if and only if they are simplc, elegant and
able to withstand experimental tests, (2) that if you consider T's
logical structure you will acquire a true belief as to whether T is
simple and elegant, and (3) that if you subject T to experimental
tests you will acquire a true belief as to whether T is able to
withstand such tests. Finally, you accept
(D) It is better to believe p than not to believe p ifand only if p is
true.
In thesc circumstances it is rational for you to take the steps of
considering T's logi cal structure and ofsubjecting T to experimental
tests. And ifyou do take these steps then unless (2) and (3) are false
you will either come to believe T or come to believe not-To Why is it
for you to take these steps? Because it follows from (I )-(3),
you believe, that if you take them then either you will come
to believe a true proposition which entails that '1' is true, or you will
come to believe a true proposition which entails that T is false. And
in either event you will satisfy (D). If you come to believe a true
proposition which entails that T is true, and accordingly come to
believe T when T is true, then that is better, by (D), than not
coming to believe T when T is true. If on the other hand you come
to believe a true proposition which entails that T is false, and
accordingly come to believe that not-T when not-T is true, then
again that is better, by (D), than not believing not-T when not-T is
true. You may of course ask yourself, before taking any steps with
regard to T, whether you should go on believing the propositions
(1)-(3). But to questions of that kind (D), as we have already secn,
allows you to produce a rapid answer.
Your existing beliefs may not always combine in this way with
your acceptance of (D) to rationalise steps designed to satisfy your
curiosity. Givcn your existing beliefs, you may well be curious
about some of thc wrong kinds of things. Imagine for cxamplc that
you are curious about the truth-value of a metaphysical theory, and
that what you already believe contains no proposition, analogous to
(J), which lays down thc conditions under which metaphysical
theories are true. Then there is no way in which (D) will help. But
wc can't expect always to satisfy our curiosity, and it remains true
that, contrary to the initial ~uspicion, there are some circumstances
in which (D) does help to rationalize the acquisition of new beliefs.
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III
As I said at the beginning, non-consequentialist principles are apt
to seem unattractive because of the great significance they attach to
the distinction between what you intend when you do something
and what you just know will follow from what you do. How exactly
does this work with (D)? Suppose that, believing it good to believe
truths and bad to believe falsehoods, you are initially attracted to
(D). But then you conceive of something on these lines. You believe
that p, but also believe that if you decide to keep your belief that p
this will produce many more situations in which someone fails to
believe the truth than will be produced by your abolishing your
belief that p. I spare you a detailed story. Applying (D), you will, as
we have seen, speedily reach the conclusion that it is better for you
to keep your belief that p. But this seems at odds with what initially
attracted you to (D): there will after all be less failure to believe the
truth if you do abolish your belief. Someone may now point out that
if you intentionally abolish your belief then you intend your own
failure to believe the truth, whereas if you decide to keep it, then
even if you decide this in the knowledge that this will result in there
being many more situations in which people fail to believe the
truth, you may still not actually intend anyone not to believe the
truth. But you are unconvinced: ifS is bad but S! worse, then surely
it is worse knowingly to produce S! than knowingly to produce S,
even if in the latter but not the former case what you produce is the .
same as what you intend. Is there some consequentialist principle
you might adopt in place of (D)?
As I also said, there is a general objection to all deliberative
principles of the consequentialist kind. This is that no sane
deliberator will think himself able to identify more than a minute
proportion of all the future possibilities which consequen
tialism makes relevant to the value of an action. We must
remember, however, that somebody deliberating about what to
believe may already have certain general beliefs about the
consequences of his believing true propositions. He may, for
example, believe this of himself:
(AI) No proposition which I believe is such that the consequences
of my continuing to believe it are vastly worse than the
consequences of my not continuing to believe
Suppose that someone is trying to decide whether to hold on to his
belief that p, that he already believes (A I) of himself, and that the
consequentialist principle which he brings to bear is:
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(E) I t is better to believe p than not to believe p if and only if
either (i) p is true and believing p does not have vastly worse
consequences than not believing p, or (ii) p is false and
believing p has vastly better consequences than not believing

p.
Then it doesn't matter that he believes himself capable of
imagining only relatively few of the possible consequences of any of
the actions open to him. He still has the means to reach a practical
conclusion. By the standard of (E), he should hold onto his belief if
and only if (i) P is true and (ii) his believing p does not have vastly
worse consequences than his not believing it. Is p true? For reasons
which emerged when we were discussing the non-consequentialist
principle (D), this question is easy enough for him to answer. Since,
ex hypothesi, he already believes p, his answer can only be: Yes, p
is true. The remaining question posed by (E) is whether it is true
that
(H I) The consequences of his continuing to believe that pare
not vastly worse than those of his not continuing to believe
that p.
That, too, is easy for him to answer. (H I) follows from the
conjunction of (AI) and the proposition that he already believes
that p. Ex hypothesi, he believes both (AI) and p, and presumably
he is capable of inferring (H I). He may of course ask himself,
before completing his deliberation, whether he should really
continue to believe (AI). But, given that he does believe it, that
question is as easy to answer by the standard of (E) as the original
question about p itself. Is (AI) true? His answer can only be that it
is. Is it true that
(H2) The consequences of his continuing to believe that (AI)
are not vastly worse than those of his not continuing to
believe that (AI)
? Again he will answer in the affirmative: (H2) follows from the
conjunction of (AI) and the proposition that he already believes
(AI), a conjunction which he is in no position to deny. (E), (AI),
(H I), and (H2) are of course all indeterminate in that none of them
says which kinds of consequences are good or bad. But that doesn't
affect the argument. So long as in each case the deliberator counts
the same kinds of things as vastly worse it is not to the present point
what in particular these things are. In (E), then, we have a
consequentialist principle which is applicable at least to the
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problem of whether to hold onto a belief that you already have.
I admit that I am postulating a degree of luck on the
deliberator's part. Not every deliberator will have (AI) in his initial
stock of beliefs. Note also that things would be different if the
consequentialist principle brought to bear made no reference to
truth or falsity. If for example it were simply

We saw in the previous section that acceptance of (D) need not
prevent a principled and deliberate expansion of your belief system.
Given that you accept (D), it may still be rational, relative to your
existing beliefs, for you to act with the intention not of acquiring a
belief that p but rather with the intention of acquiring either a
belief that p or a belief that not-po The same goes for (E), if you
accept (AI) or (A2). Reverting to the example I used before, let T
be a scientific theory, as to whose truth value you are curious. You
already believe (l) that scientific theories are true if and only if they
are simple, elegant and able to withstand experimental tests, (2)
that if you consider T's logical structure you will acquire a true
beliefas to whether T is simple and elegant, and (3) that if you
subject T to experimental tests you will acquire a true belief as to
whether T is ablC to withstand such tests. It follows from (l )-(3)
that if you consider T's logical structure, and subject T to
experimental tests, and make a few simple and deductively valid
inferences, then you will come to believe TifT is true, and come to
believe not-T if not-T is true. According to (E) believing a true
proposition is better than not believing it if and only if this does not
have vastly worse consequences than believing it. So, given (AI), it
is rational to consider T's logical structure and to subject T to
experimental tests .. Or, given (A2), these steps are rational
provided that you also resolve to forestall any bad consequences of
the belief-acquisition then to be expected.
I suggest then that even if you reject principle (D) because of its
characteristically anti-consequentialist presuppositions about the
value of intention, you may still have, in the shape of (E), a fairly
attractive and workable deliberative principle ofthe consequentialist
kind.
An objection. Have I not presupposed a cognitivist conception of
value judgements? I considered the case in which someone who
believes

(F) It is better to believe p than not to believe p if and only if
believing p maximises happiness
then in order to reach a conclusion about whether to hold onto his
belief that p, the deliberator would need already to believe of
himself
(A3) No proposition which I believe is such that my continuing
to believe it does not maximise happiness.
That would be rather a lot to expect. (E), however, seems to me
more attractive than (F). Nor do I find (AI) implausible, so far as it
applies to me. If you don't accept (AI), as applied to you, then
maybe you accept
(A2) For any true propOSitIOn which you believe, it is within
your power to forestall any bad consequences of your
continuing to believe it which are not too remote to be
worth considering.
Acceptance of this would serve just as well, if you were bringing (E)
to bear on the problem of whether to hold on to your belief that p.
Is p true? Since you believe p, you answer that it is. Does your
continuing to believe p have vastly worse consequences than your
not continuing to believe p? The answer, since you believe (A2), is
an actual decision to forestall any bad consequences of your
continuing to believe p which are not too remote to be worth
considering. If you are not sure how plausible (A2) really is then
perhaps it is worth remembering that it refers only to the
consequences of the deliberator's continuing to believe that p, and
not to the consequences of anyone else's doing this. Suppose that
things are going rather badly for Mary at the moment, and that you
and I both believe this. You, the deliberator, know that if I go on
believing this much longer I will tell everyone, and this will make
matters even worse. You cannot prevent this outcome because you
do not know where I am. A likely enough situation, but not one
that (A2) rules out. If you tell everyone about Mary, that too will
make matters worse. But though powerless to prevent my
indiscretion, you may certainly be able to prevent your own.
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(AI) No. proposition which I believe is such that the consequences
of my continuing to believe it are vastly worse than the
consequences of my not continuing to believe it
asks himself whether it would be better for him to continue to do so,
by the standard of
(E) It is better to believe p than not to believe p if and only if
either (i) p is true and believing p does not have vastly worse
consequences than not believing p, or (ii) p is false and
believing p has vastly better consequences than not believing
p.
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A non-cognitivist about value judgements might argue as follows.
Since (AI) is evaluative it does not actually express a proposition at
all: in accepting it one merely expresses one's desires. But (E) lays
conditions down only for believing rather than not believing
propositions. So the application of (E) can yield no conclusion at all
about whether it is better to go on accepting (AI), better to go on
having the desires which its acceptance expresses.
The objection is fair. But it will not destroy my conclusion that
there are workable consequentialist as well as non-consequentialist
principles ifI concede that the non-cognitivist with consequentialist
inclinations must supplement (E) with a principle expressing his
desires in the matter of continuing to have the desires he already
has. One possible supplementary principle would be
(E 1) If you want x, then it is better to continue to want it if and
only if your desire is not based on a belief which it is better
not to have.
If you desire x for the sake of y then your desire for x is based on a
belief about the relation between x and y. The non-cognitivist who
accepts (E), (EI) and (AI) can decide whether to continue to have
the desires expressed by his acceptance of (AI) by applying (EI),
and in applying (El) he can ask whether the desires expressed by
(AI) are based on beliefs which by (E) it is better for him not to
have.
It would be natural to wonder if a deliberative principle is ever
applicable to deliberations about whether it is itself to be accepted
or believed. If not, and if we cannot complete an infinite number of
principled deliberations, then some deliberative principle must be
accepted or believed without principled deliberation. At the
beginning of the previous section I considered non-consequentialist
deliberative principles about believing got simply by the generalisa
tion of standard theories of epistemic justification. I t looked as if
any such principle which could be applied without prior completion
of an infinite number of investigations would have to rely on an
arbitrary postulate about which propositions were basic. By
contrast,
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are applying? Since we are unable to have deliberated forever about
the acceptance ofdeliberative principles, some deliberative principle
must be arbitrarily accepted rather than accepted on the basis of
principled deliberation.
A full treatment of this issue will have to be left for some other
occasion. I will however conclude with a sketch of how the
difficulty can be met in the case of deliberation about whether to
carry on believing or accepting (D). Suppose firstly that we accept
a cognitivist view of deliberative principles. Then (D) is a
proposition, and we can say that someone deliberating about
whether to go on believing (D) can apply to this problem (D) itself.
Since (D) is a proposition it is better by (D) for the deliberator to go
on believing (D) if and only if (D) is true. But when the deliberator
asks whether (D) is true, then since he believes (D), he will of
course answer that it is. The alternative is to take a non-cognitivist
view of deliberative principles. Then (D)'s acceptance expresses
only the desires of the person who accepts it. In this case someone
deliberating about whether to go on accepting (D), to go on having
these desires, will need an extra deliberative principle. (D) will be
insufficient by itself, because it lays down conditions only about
when to believe a proposition, and hence cannot be applied to
problems about whether to continue to have the desires which its
acceptance expressed. A possible supplementary principle would
again be
(EI) If you want x, then it is better to continue to want it if and
only if your desire is not based on a belief which it is better
not to have.
You decide whether to continue to have the desires expressed by
(D) by applying (EI), and in applying (EI) you ask whether the
desires are based on beliefs which by (D) it would be better for you
not to have. How do you decide whether to continue to have the
desires expressed by your acceptance of (E I)? By applying (E 1)
itself, with the aid of (D).

(D) It is better to believe p than not to believe p ifand only if p is
true
escaped this sceptical dilemma. But aren't we in fact faced by a
rather similar dilemma, when we realise that we can deliberate
about whether to believe or accept a deliberative principle that we
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